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A. World of Beretta Fedora
The trademark of many Beretta
TV shows, this wool felt fedora is
lightweight, water repellent, and
packable. Just roll or scrunch it
up, and stuff it into your pocket
or gear bag — it springs back to
its original shape every time.
Trimmed with a genuine leather and
feather band, this Aussie-style, pure wool
fedora is made for us by the Bollman Hat Company, America’s oldest. 
Color: Brown. Made in USA. Size chart on page 21.

BTA10075    Sizes M-XL              $65

B. PB Copper Knife
During the 1940s in Italy, this is the folding knife you were most likely to find
in the pocket of a Beretta. We’ve brought it back in all its original glory, in-
cluding the detailed design of a red stag in relief on one copper plate and the
art nouveau design of the P. Beretta name manufactured on the opposite plate.
Choose either a 6.5cm blade or the blade plus a 12/20 choke extraction tool.
Made in Italy.
CO08-1-9      Blade & Choke Tool $45

CO07-1-9   Blade Only $30
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Cav. Ugo Gussalli Beretta 
President, Beretta 

B.

B eretta is known the
world over for the

design and beauty of our
shotguns. They are works
of art that represent the
epitome of our craft.
Each and every one of

them is conceived and designed by our
masterful team of Italian designers with
a sense of style and craftsmanship that is
unrivaled worldwide.

But it is not just our celebrated
shotguns that are the beneficiary of our
talented, creative team of Italian design-
ers. All our products, from field gear to
luggage, from shooting jackets to tee
shirts, are the creations of our Italian 
design team. Their innate sense of style,
attention to the smallest details, and 
passionate creativity are evident in 
every product.

It is true in this day and age,
that we cannot manufacture all our
products in Italy. But I assure you that
we seek out only the best to produce our
Italian designs. As has been true for 500
years, we are committed to impeccable
quality as well as extraordinary design.    
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A.

B.

© 2010  Beretta USA Corp., Accokeek, Maryland.
Prices are valid through July 30, 2011.
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01)white 08)hunter’s tan 25)orange

88)brown 56)sky blue 78)rifle green
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87)AP camo77)Max-4 camo

C. & D.  Featherlite Cotton Signature Shooting Shirt 
A real workhorse, this shirt will keep you dry in the woods or field
through a long day of shooting. A cape-mesh back wicks away 
perspiration, while our own cotton poplin featherlite fabric keeps
you comfortable and climate controlled. Available in a variety of
your favorite colors. Right-handed shooting patch; Beretta trident
logo embroidered on the left chest pocket. Washable. Colors:
01)white, 08)hunter’s tan, 25)orange, 88)brown, 56)sky blue,
78)rifle green. International origin. 

C. LU197561    Long Sleeve  S-XXXL  $48

D. LU207561    Short Sleeve S-XXXL  $45

E.   Camo Signature Shooting Shirt 
Featherlite cotton signature shooting shirt is also available in our
camo patterns. Right-handed shooting patch and embroidered
logo on pocket. Washable. Colors: 87)AP camo, 77)Max-4 camo.
International origin.

LU197561  Long Sleeve S-XXXL      $50

LU207561  Short Sleeve S-XXXL      $47

D.

E.
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C.

Cartridge belt
sold on page 16.

"Breeze Through"

Cape-mesh back wicks away perspiration

Finished with Teflon Fabric Protector

The most innovative generation of stain 
protection. Liquid spills bead up and roll 
off; ground-in stains release during washing.
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C.    Breathable Kalahari Boots
When you’re trekking 20 miles a day

through the desert and thornbush,
your footwear must be durable,
abrasion resistant, and light. This

breathable summer safari
boot combines all

three attributes.
The perfect com-
bination of canvas

and nubuck, these
boots are water repel-

lent and offer ankle-high sup-
port for protection against the prickly

thickets of the thornbush (and vipers and
mambas, too). Rubber sole, comfort foot-bed, and all the durability of Beretta
built into every step. Color: beige. International origin. 

70175470                 Sizes 09-10-11-12-13 $249

green A. Cotton Safari Cap
Hard-wearing, but soft and silent, double-
twisted cotton makes an unstructured 
hat you can roll up and take anywhere.
Garment-dyed with waterproof piping 
and a generous brim to keep the sun out
of your eyes. Washable. Color: 0121)curry.
International origin. Size chart on page 21.

BC402544      Sizes M-XL $44

beigegreen

cape back
for extra
ventilation

hidden collar
buttons 

roll-tab
sleeves

zippered
pocket Napolean

pocket

triple
button
cuffs

side
pockets

vented
underarms

special sleeve
construction
for ease of
movement

B.  Insect-Repellent Kudu Camp Shirt
When you’ve been tracking game all day, the last prey you want to do battle
with are malarial mosquitoes back at camp. Our high-tech shirt is treated
to repel insects and more. The vented underarms are anti-microbial to help
keep you feeling fresh when the humidity is dripping. The super wicking
and quick-drying light poplin fabric fights tropical temperatures, too. Fully
featured shirt has roll-tab sleeves, double chest pockets with zip, ventilating
mesh back, triple-button cuffs. Washable. Colors: 107)beige, 707)green. 
International origin.

LU887552                           Sizes M-XXL                                 $85
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NEW!

A. 

B.

C.

D. Hand-
Braided 

Italian Linen
Safari Belt
Fine Italian
linen, braided 

by hand, lends this
handsome belt both 

tensile strength and comfort around the waist. Trimmed in
English vegetable-tanned, saddle-finish leather with a cast
brass buckle that you can count on whether crossing the 
savannah or midtown. Colors: 83)tan/sage, 88)brown/sage.
Made in USA.
BELT8685      Sizes 34-36-38-40-42-44-46      $98

D.

brown/sage

tan/sage



H. & I. Cotton Safari Cargo Pant and Bermuda
Featuring the same double-twisted, garment-dyed cotton as our Safari
Jacket, this fully featured cargo pant and short are designed with a
comfortable American fit. The interior non-skid waistband will keep
your shirt tucked in whether crouching in a blind or in fast pursuit.
Both feature roomy, gusseted cargo pockets with wearproof piping, 
a zippered security pocket, and back flap pocket. 32" inseam on pant; 
11" inseam on short. Washable. Color: 0121)curry. International origin.
CUA82544 Cargo Pant Sizes 34-44 $78

BUA12544 Cargo Short Sizes 34-44 $68

w w w . b e r e t t a u s a . c o m
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G.  Packable Safari Fedora
We have added a touch of safari to our popular
wool felt fedora. Like the original, this light-
weight, water-repellent fedora rolls up so you
can stuff it in your gear bag. Not to worry _

the hat springs back to its original shape when
unpacked. Color: 84)brown. Made in USA. 
Size chart on page 21.
BTA8680            Sizes M-XL           $65

NEW!

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

E & F.  Safari Jacket & Vest Made with Double-Twisted Cotton
First fashioned to handle the rigors of the African hunt in the early 1900s,
safari jackets were designed to handle the heat and provide plenty of pocket
space for field essentials. Our mid-weight jacket and vest carry on that tradi-
tion without compromise. Double-twisted cotton is a weave that’s soft,
breathable, durable…and silent in the bush. The belted jacket features a 
bi-swing back for free range of movement, four generous cargo pockets in
front, a large back pocket, and four inside pockets. Easy-access elastic loops 
above the vest’s cargo pockets handle 
shells or chokes. Both feature 
Beretta’s signature stitched 
shooting patches on the 
shoulders and anti-abrasion 
piping around every pocket. 
Washable. Color: 0121)curry. 
International origin.

E. GUA32544  Jacket  

Sizes M-XXXL  

$148

F. GUA22544  Vest   

Sizes M-XXL     

$88

non-skid 
waistband

NEW!
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PLAIN
FRONT

deep heavy
twill reinforced
pockets

heavy-duty
belt loops

BERETTA  

B R E A K T H RO U G H

TECHNOLOGY
Wrinkle Resistant,  Stain Resistant,  

Water Repellent

button through
security wallet
pocket

PLEATED
FRONT

A.   Embroidered
Heritage Polo

Reach back into your grandfather’s
closet, and you’re likely to find 
vintage clothing that was made to 
endure. Our Heritage Polo captures
all that’s great about clothes that 
were made with care, from the retro
embroidered felt logo to the finish 
of the pure cotton pique weave. 
Flip the back collar up to reveal the 
contrast color and the Beretta logo.
You’re going to love wearing this 
shirt. Washable. Colors: 0120)ivory,
0700)rifle green. International origin.

MP147206          Sizes M-XXL          $48

Hat sold 
on page 2

ivory

rifle green
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A. 

A. 
B.
C.

A. 

C.

BEST CHINO IN



B.  Cordura® Belt
The abrasion-resistant Cordura® and

American bison grain leather make this 
a functional wardrobe accessory. The Sam Browne -
designed double-pronged heavy-duty closure makes it an
attractive addition as well. Color: 83)tan. Made in USA.  

BELT8380C     34-36-38-40-42-44-46       $98

C.  Nanotechnology Field Chino 
Look no further for chinos. We’ve addressed them
in a way no one has before: with nanotechnology!
The result is a 100% classic cotton twill that be-
haves like a high-tech fabric with permanent
stain, wrinkle, and water resistance built into
its fiber. Built for the field, these chinos
have full brass zippers and heavy-duty
pocket construction. Complete with 
release pleats and a one-piece fold-
over waistband, these chinos feature a
wonderful relaxed American fit and are
tailored to take a field belt. Washable.
Color: 82)hunter’s tan. Made in USA. 
Sizes 34-42.  Pants inseam 30" or

32". Shorts inseam 9".    

CU432591  Plain Front Pant    $75 

CU392591  Pleated Front Pant $75

BU432591  Plain Front Short $50

BU392591  Pleated Front Short $50

w w w . b e r e t t a u s a . c o m

country club length

beretta  waistband

light blue

beige

white

green

NEW!

Our 

Button-Down 

Stands Up 

to the Heat

B.

D.

D.  Ultralight Poplin Summer Traveler
A button-down shirt that won’t wilt in the heat. Our pure cotton poplin
isn’t just extremely lightweight, it’s breathable, too. We’ve prewashed this
shirt for the ultimate in summer comfort no matter how hot or humid it
gets. Soft cotton Oxford lines the collar. The chest pocket has vertical
stitching to easily hold sunglasses or pen. Beretta’s trident logo is embroi-
dered above the pocket. Washable. Colors: 0503)light blue, 0108)beige,
0001)white, 0715)green. International origin.
LU491812       Sizes M-XXXL    $56

THE WORLD!
PLAIN
FRONT

PLEATED
FRONT

“Frequent travel is part of my job and the Poplin Summer Traveler

has helped me keep my cool in the hottest of climates. Until you

wear it in the full heat and humidity of mid-summer, you won’t 

believe how breathable and light this shirt is. It’s the button-down 

I rely on when things get hot.” 
_ Ryan Muety, Director of Marketing, Beretta USA
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www.berettausa.com

SV10 Perennia III. Purebred shotgun. Reduced recoil (-69%), premium barrels and chokes, quick-disassembly stock,  

removable trigger group*, manual or automatic extraction system, fore-end iron featuring nanoceramic treatment and titanium  

trigger: with its innovative tradition, SV10 Perennia will be your favorite hunting companion.

* Available on SV10 Perennia III 12 gauge only.

SV10 Perennia III is available in 12 and 20 ga.
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C. Green Line S -T - R - E - T - C - H Jeans 
Our Most Comfortable Ever!

There’s a reason rodeo riders wear jeans with a touch of Lycra
in the weave: They offer unrestricted motion no matter which
way you move or bend. We took our best-selling Red Line
Jeans, with their durable 14-ounce denim and soft twill weave,
and added just enough stretch to make these the most comfort-
able pair of jeans you’ve ever owned. And just like our Red 
Line Jeans, these are dipped nine times in indigo for rich, 
long-lasting color and trimmed in Beretta silver hardware. 
We guarantee that once you step into a pair of our premium
stretch jeans, you’ll never wear denim any other way.
Cotton/Lycra. Washable. Color: 56)indigo. Made in USA.

JU902672       Sizes 32-42; inseam 30" or 32" $75   
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A. Tattersall “Tom” Shirt
Early in the twentieth century, Brooks Brothers 
developed a button-down sport shirt for polo 
players. Our designer, Tom, created this relaxed,
summer tattersall to bring back all the glory 
of that sporting classic. Constructed of pure
cotton poplin (which does not wrinkle easily)
and yarn dyed for great color, these long-
sleeved shirts are easy to wash and press.
Washable. Colors: 0165)beige/green plaid,
072Z)green plaid, 0164)beige plaid,
576)blue plaid. International origin.
LU777515         Sizes M-XXL        $58

0164-beige plaid

576-blue plaid

072Z-green plaid

w w w . b e r e t t a u s a . c o m

We’ve Taken All the Starch 

Out of the Button-Down.
0165-beige/green plaid

A. 

B.

C.

B.   Adjustable Brass Ring Belt 
This genuine leather belt with fine beige stitching has been
weathered to give it the look and feel of a belt you’ve counted on
for years. Double brass rings secure the belt firmly in place during
and after the hunt. 13⁄8" wide. Color: brown. Made in USA.

TRIBECA      Sizes 32-34-36-38-40-42-44         $95   

C.

“I’ll admit I was wary of jeans with ‘a touch of stretch.’ That was
a mistake on my part. These Green Line jeans are incredibly comfortable—whether

I’m stuck behind the wheel for hours on end or on an all-day hunt. And they look just as
great as my no-stretch, may-never-be-worn-again jeans. I’m sold on them!” 

_David Morris - The Bucks of Tecomate TV show
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reinforced
sleeve 
panels

nylon “wet seat”
lining protection

wind
cuff

retractable bi-swing back
with cape venting

two-way 
VISLON® zipper

adjustable
waist 

underarm
zip control

fold-over pocket tops _ drainage
grommets at pocket bottom 

attached hood
with visor

A.  Oil-Free, Odor-Free Waxwear Field Parka Shell  
An ideal layering piece in wet weather, this waterproof performance
parka shell rolls up easily to keep at the ready in the glovebox of your
SUV or truck. Windproof, thornproof and breathable, Waxwear’s tech-
nology eliminates the oily finish and odor of waxed cotton without
compromising the fabric’s performance. Vented cape back, attached
hood, adjustable wind cuffs and drainage grommets help keep you dry
and comfortable. Hand wash cold. Line dry. Do not iron or dry clean.
International origin. Color: 0832)spice. International origin.

GU6H2061     M-XXL     $225

spice

full mesh lining
for humid days

sit-down 
side vents

C a l l  1 . 8 0 0 . 9 2 9 . 2 9 0 1

A.

See all of our gun cases at

berettausa.com/guncases

spice

loden

the best gear for 

the worst weather 

B.

B. Waxwear Field Bag
Keep your upland or waterfowl hunting gear dry and organized
even in the wettest conditions. The field-proven, military-spec 
fabric is tear resistant, dry to the touch, and waterproof. Unlike 
traditional oil-finished cottons, Waxwear has no oily finish or
smell. This durable bag floats fully loaded with six boxes of shells.
Plenty of pockets inside and out; all-brass hardware; comfort-
curved, antislip shoulder strap. 17" x 11" x 12". Colors:
0087)spice, 0076)loden. International origin.
BS712061 $170

Hat sold 
on page19.

Mock Tee sold 
on page 22.
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D.

Beyond being extremely comfortable in all kinds of weather, this 
is simply the easiest loading shirt you’ll ever own. Just insert your
game through the wide-opening front pocket and slide it effortlessly
to the bloodproof game bag in the shirt’s back.

— Lee Colquitt, Alexandria, VA  

w w w . b e r e t t a u s a . c o m

spice

spice

loden

field tan/blaze

field tan/
hunter brown

®

F. Gun Case Protects with 
Wraparound Folder Closure 

Keep your shotgun dry on a rainy day or while making your
way to a watery blind. Heavyweight Waxwear cotton will
do the trick. Our 54" gun case features a wraparound folder
that will protect your shotgun long enough to safely retrieve
it if dropped in the water. Comfortable nonskid shoulder
strap and hand carry. Leather accents. Colors: 0087)spice,
0076)loden. International origin. 
FOA72061 $130

E. Waterproof  Triple Game Belt 
Our rugged, waterproof Waxwear cotton game belt carries
everything you need for the day in three big pouches: two 
for shells and one lined for your birds. Sturdy leather belt 
adjusts to fit 32"– 60" waists and wears comfortably fully
loaded. Colors: 0087)spice, 0076)loden. International origin. 

CA072061  $110

loden

E.

F.

C.

“

“

Lee Colquitt shooting doves in Argentina with the fast-cycling
Xtrema2 with Kick-Off.

C.

Max-4 Camo

C.  Easy-Entry Front-Loading Shooting Shirt
The Cordura®-faced front-loading game pocket makes bringing
home the day’s spoils simple. The lined pocket extends all the
way around to the back of the shirt. 100% cotton shirt has 
a vented cape back, roll-tab sleeves, Cordura® shooting patch
and forearm guards, and two shell openings above the bellows
pocket. Machine wash cold, line dry. Colors: 25)field tan/blaze,
09)field tan/hunter brown. International origin.

LU227697 M-XXXL               $80

D.  Max-4 Camo Front-Loading Shooting 
Same as our Easy Entry Shooting Shirt but in camo pattern.

LU22769777 M-XXXL               $90



www.berettausa.com

The only lightweight shotgun that combines the speed of the Blink® operating system with the lightness, control 

and reliability you demand.  From the lightest load to the last load, this self-cleaning semi-automatic can easily 

be called your perfect hunting companion.

New A400 Xplor Light. Light, fast, controllable. 6.28lbs of
unbeatable precision because lightness is nothing without control.

12
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60%  Less recoil than

the competition.  KICK-

OFF® technology grad-

ually dissipated recoil

energy through two 

hydraulic oil dampers

built into the stock, sig-

nificantly reducing the

felt recoil by 60%.  At

the same time, vibration

and muzzle rise are 

decreased, while dura-

bility and handling are

increased.

Functional yet 

elegant, the anodized

aluminum receiver

offers the best 

corrosion resistance

possible.The exclu-

sive light green 

color is an absolute 

innovation only 

by Beretta.

Superior comfort

and perfect shoulder-

ing. Micro-Core is an

innovative new recoil

pad produced from

open-cell techno-

polymer that results

in greatly enhanced

recoil reduction

and is softer and

lighter than stan-

dard rubber.

36% faster than any

other shotgun. The 

innovate Beretta gas

operating system is

36% faster than any

other operating 

system. Featuring 

a rotating bolt, new

feeding sytem, and 

a self-cleaning piston,

the new A400 Xplor 

possesses unmatched

reliability, speed, and

performance.

Shot pattern remains

perfect and uniform

in every type of

hunting situation.

Optima-Bore HP

geometry was con-

ceived to offer the

best ballistic per-

formance available

even with steel shot.

The shot pattern 

remains perfectly

uniform whatever

the shell size or load.

Optima-Bore HP

choke tubes further

enhance the effect.

The ultimate barrel technol-

ogy. Beretta steel is deep

hole drilled, then meticu-

lously forged with cold 

hammering and vacuum 

distension to create the

most accurate, durable, and

consistent barrel available.

B.  Genuine Beretta Gun Oil
Give your guns the ultimate level of protection against 
corrosion with specially formulated, 
authentic Beretta Gun Oil in either a
squirt or spray bottle. Our water-repellent
action cleans and seasons your firearm’s
surface, reduces wear and friction 
between moving parts, and offers
exceptional corrosion protection,
even from salt spray.

OL32000209                  

25-ml Squeeze Bottle $8

OL36000209                  

125-ml Spray Bottle $12

A.  Pheasant Blaze Cap  
Staying visible doesn’t mean 
sacrificing style. Genuine
leather trim around the brim
and finely detailed embroidery
of a pheasant in flight add
flair to this comfortable,
regulation blaze cap. 
Cotton. Color: 25)blaze.
International origin.

BC209160

One size fits most $20

w w w . b e r e t t a u s a . c o m

Find out more about the 

New Xplor Light 

at berettausa.com

LIGHT Green

Receiver

FEATURES

CHAMBER
UNICO

2 ¾" + 3" + 3 ½"
2 ¾" + 3"

BARRELS (INCHES) 26" – 28" – 30" 26" – 28"

WEIGHT (LBS) — NO KO 6.6 Lbs (with 28" barrel) 6.28 Lbs (with 26" barrel)

Wood X-tra Grain (oil) European Walnut Stock

RECEIVER COLOR Dark Green Light Green

Thanks to Beretta, everyone
in Argentina was envious of
my Xplor A400. It performed
flawlessly!

_ Andrew Bradley
Annapolis, MD

A. 

B.
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A. & B. Upland Cordura® Jacket and Vest
This is the reason to throw out your old upland gear. Beretta’s breakthrough jacket
and vest for upland birds combines the field expertise of guides, hunters and dog 
handlers into one piece of equipment with all the features you could ever want. 
Constructed of abrasion-resistant, high-performance Cordura®, the bi-swing back
jacket and vest feature ambidextrous recoil pockets, easy-clean no-seam game bag,
easy-access full shell box pockets with magnetic closure flaps, non-skid shoulder 
gun rests, and too many other features to list. Washable. Color: 22)tan/blaze. 
International origin.

A. GU6B3570 Jacket Sizes M-XXXL     $210

B. GU6C3570    Vest Sizes M-XXXL      $150

articulated
elbow

two-way nonrust
VISLON® zippers 

nonskid gun 
shoulder rests

fleece-lined collar

full shell box pockets
with drainage grommets

internal
security
pockets

utility
rings

self-adjusting
sleeve cuffs

bi-swing back for full,
lateral, no-bind swing

magnetic control
tuck-in flaps

two-way underarm
zippers for temperature
regulation internal recoil 

pockets on both sides
for ambidextrous 
gel recoil reducer
(sold separately)

tan/blaze

®

14

Exceptional resistance to abrasions, tears, scuffs, and 
punctures. Lightweight and water resistant, Cordura®
makes clothing and gear tougher and more durable, 

dries quickly, and cleans easily.

®

B.

A. 

B.

D.

Field-Proven 

Cordura®

nonfade blazesnap closure for
quick expanding
easy-to-clean
game bag

back water-
bottle pockets

license holder

®

Cap sold on
page 13.

C. Heavyweight High-Abrasion Upland 
Cordura® Field Pant

This is one tough pair of field pants with Cordura®
facing and mile-deep pockets. Field features include
articulated knees, zip-open overboot side construc-
tion, rubberized waistband (so your shirt does not
pull out), hidden snap flaps, and side-seam security
pockets. Mesh lined at the top for comfort. Washable.
Color: 82)tan. 30" or 32" inseam. International origin. 
CU753570           Sizes 32-44           $138

C.

®
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25-khaki/brown

D.  Packable Hunter Hat 
This sturdy, but soft, pure wool
Lite Felt fedora is water  repel-
lent, crushable, and wrapped
with a blaze-orange, pleated pug
band. Stuff it in your pocket or 
gear bag, and it springs back to
shape.  Brim is 21⁄2" on the sides
and 3" in the front and back.
Color: 88)brown. Made in
USA. Size chart on page 21.

BTA8172       

Sizes M-XL $65

®

E. Ambidextrous Gel-tec 
Recoil Reducer

Just turn it over and slip it into an inter-
nal pad-holder pocket, and you can share
it with your lefty friends. It’s superthin so
it won’t change your length of pull, yet it 
significantly reduces shoulder stress and vibration.
Its ergonomic design is light and comfortable. 
Antibacterial. International origin.

OG8500010560            $10

D.

E.

F.

loden/brown

®

tan/brown

khaki/brown

G.  Upland Heavy-Duty 100% Cotton 
Canvas Cordura® Overlay Shooting Shirt

Here’s one shirt that’s built for a lifetime and is a sure “pass-along”
to the grandkids. Constructed from heavy-duty work-wear 100% 
cotton canvas that we enzyme-washed for comfort. Additional 
features include an overlay of highly abrasion-resistant Cordura®

nylon on the forearms and the recoil pad, and a larger bottom 
so you can comfortably wear it in or out. Washable. Colors:
25)khaki/brown, 75)loden/brown, 84)khaki/blaze, 87)tan/brown. 
International origin.

LU247698     Sizes M-XXXL $85

G.

khaki/blaze

F. Upland Cordura® Chaps
Designed for maximum field performance with highly abrasion-
resistant Cordura®. Articulated knees, overboot zippers, and 
expandable pockets (with tuck-in snap flaps) on both legs. 
Washable. Color: 82)tan. International origin.

CU743570                  

Size I(M/L) inseam 30" $98

Size II(XL/XXL) inseam 32" $98
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A.   B1one Cartridge Belt
Leather reinforces the 26 elastic loops sized for 12/20 gauge. An inner 
thermoshield comes between the belt and you. Colors: 83)tan, 706)green.
CA160119       $40

T he finest materials, impeccable Italian design, fully field tested. Our
B1one line of shooting accessories reflects the essence of a world tailored to 

the needs of those passionate about the outdoor lifestyle. Built for the field and
range, these bags look equally at home in the back of your Land Rover.

B1one luxury accessories feature more than just an attractive design; they show-
case the most innovative technical properties. All the bags and cases are made of
soft, long-wearing canvas with genuine leather details and Beretta’s personalized
lining. Shaped handles and non-slip shoulder straps make for comfortable carry,
and Beretta’s exclusive thermoformed leather protects your firearm. They are all
of international origin.  

B1ONE:
A Marriage of Performance & Luxury

C. B1one Shotgun Sling
Adjustable belt-buckle ends; nonslip
backing. 37" in length on the longest
setting. Colors: 83)tan, 706)green.
SL130119 $35

F.  B1one Rolling Duffle
Stuff this soft-sided duffle full, and you’ll have plenty of gear
to get you through a week . . . or two. No matter how much
you pack, you will appreciate how easily this duffle glides on
its dependable wheels. Three-sided top zipper makes for easy
packing and easy access. Four exterior pockets put the items
you need most within easy reach. An inner zippered bag with
hanger keeps a jacket at the ready; a separate nylon bag holds
your hunting boots. Telescoping handle. Dimensions: 
27.5" x 15" x 14". Colors: 83)tan, 706)green.  

BS670119      $250

E. B1one 
Shell/Hull Pouch

Front pouch holds 50 shells; back 
mesh hull pouch features easy-empty zip bottom.
Adjustable web belt included. Colors: 

83)tan, 706)green.
BS990119       $55

B.   B1one Cartridge Carrier
Compact bag unzips on the top
three sides for easy access to shell
boxes. Lined and padded to handle
the weight. Features top-carry 
handle and signature formed,
padded bottom. Beretta lining 
and leather details. Colors: 83)tan, 
706)green. 5"D x 5"W x 51⁄2"H. 
Holds 4 boxes. 
BS960119        $40
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D.  B1one Rolllerboard
The double-density, thermoformed leather around

the outer edges absorbs the shock a bag takes in transit, ensuring a smooth
ride. The long-wearing canvas and leather details will keep the rollerboard
looking great through the miles and the years. Roomy, open main compart-
ment can handle a week’s worth of clothes; zippered outside pocket has a
compartment for pens, cell phone, and more. Telescoping pull handle; two
leather-wrapped handles. Dimensions: 13.5" x  21" x 12". 10 lb. 2 oz. 
Colors: 83)tan, 706)green.

BS680119     $220

A. 

B.

C.

D.

D.

E.

E.

F.

F.

All of our B1one cases and 

accessories can be found at

Berettausa.com/B1one

green

green

green

green

green

tan

tan

tan

tan



I.  Hoof-Pick Belt
We took that wonderfully

shaped horse-grooming tool 
and fashioned it in an oversized

nickel construction. We married it to
the highly waxed finish of

vegetable-tanned English
saddle leather and wound
up with a terrific belt you
are going to love. Color:
83)spice. Made in USA.
HOOFPICK      

Sizes 36-38-40-42-44-46      $145
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0379 -
purple/

green plaid

0553 -
sky plaid

0552 - sky/white plaid 

C a l l  1 . 8 0 0 . 9 2 9 . 2 9 0 1

The Black Briar 

Game Bird Farm

Providing quality blue-back
pheasants to hunting 
preserves and dog-training
organizations.

Contact: Rick Gump
16382 Rollins Fork Rd.
King George,VA 22485
540-775-9875

089Z - brown plaid

G.

G.

H.

H.

These Button-Down Shirts
Practically Iron 

Themselves!
G. & H. Drip-Dry Shirt in Long and Short Sleeve  
Pure cotton makes for the most comfortable shirts, but when
you are on the go, who wants to fuss with ironing or dry clean-
ing? Our newest drip-dry treatment allows you to simply wash,
then hang to dry. Even better these shirts dry quickly and re-
quire no pressing. When you’re traveling, wash them in the sink
at the end of the day, and they’ll be dry before you fall asleep.
Washable. Colors: 0379)purple/green plaid, 089Z)brown plaid,
0552)sky/white plaid, 0553)sky plaid. International origin.

G. LU787517 Short Sleeve M-XXL $58

H.  LU777517    Long Sleeve M-XXL $65

I. spice



The Beretta Trident Program is the first and only system to rate field sports venues. Not an endorsement for purchase, but an 

objective review process, “Tridents” are awarded for excellence. Combining the Beretta reputation for quality with a love of the 

sporting life, the program ensures exceptional hunting and outdoor experiences. For details visit www.berettatrident.com

How do you earn a 

Beretta Trident? 

Start with a single-minded 

passion to provide the 

perfect hunting experience.

C a l l  1 . 8 0 0 . 9 2 9 . 2 9 0 1
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olive
A.  Two-Tone 1526 Cap 
With its slightly frayed bill and Beretta 1526 logo, this hat 
looks great in almost any situation. It is a comfortable cotton
cap featuring an easy adjustable fit. Trident logo on back. 
Washable. Colors: 88)brown, 58)navy, 99)black, 75)olive. 
International origin.

BC739194              One Size Fits Most                 $20

Rick Wilks Safari

Adventures

Providing affordable
quality adventures in

Africa, Argentina,
Australia and 
New Zealand. 
540-775-4625

www.wilkssafari.com

A. 

B.

NEW!

navy

brown black

Italian Designed Tees Capture
Quality in Every Detail

B. Deer Track 
Tee-Shirt

Tracks can tell you quite a bit about
what type of deer you’re after. This
comfortable, cotton jersey tee features
the tracks of a whitetail printed over 
a drawing of the deer. Detailed with
interior neck tape and rubberized
Beretta logo on back shoulder. 
Washable. Color: 0835)mud. 
International origin.

TS027234    Sizes M-XXL    $30 

C. Saint Uberto Tee-Shirt
The noble art of hunting is celebrated in 
this soft, cotton jersey named after the patron
saint of hunting, Saint Uberto. A flocked 
Trident emblem with the Beretta logo adorns
the front, and the back showcases large 
vintage prints commemorating Beretta’s 
history. Washable. Colors: 0120)ivory,
0700)rifle green. International origin.

TS037234      Sizes M-XXL      $30 

NEW!

NEW!

D. Cotton Safari Bermuda
Featuring double-twisted, garment-dyed
cotton, this fully featured cargo short is
designed with a comfortable American
fit. The interior non-skid waistband 
will keep your shirt tucked in whether
crouching in a blind or in fast pursuit.
Both feature roomy, gusseted cargo 
pockets with wearproof piping, a zip-
pered security pocket, and back flap
pocket. 11" inseam. Washable. Color:
0121)curry. International origin.

BUA12544     Sizes 34-44      $68

C.

D.

C.
D.

front

front

ivory
rifle green

back

back



Shop in Shops & Premium Dealers

Mailing Preferences: Your order ensures that you will remain on our
mailing list. If you do not wish to remain on our mailing list, please call
our toll-free customer service line at 1-800-929-2901.

Errors in Pricing or Information: Typographic, photographic,
and/or descriptive errors are subject to correction. Merchandise pricing 
and specifications are subject to change without notice. We apologize for
any inconveniences this may cause.

*To Return or Exchange an Item: If any item that you order from us

does not meet your expectations, you may return it. Once we receive the

goods being returned, we will refund your money for the original purchase

price. Please complete the Returns Form that accompanied your shipment

and send the item to: BERETTA USA, Attention: Returns Processing, 

9500 Crossroads Parkway, Fredericksburg, VA 22408. Please allow 3

weeks for a credit to appear on the credit card statement of the card that you

used to make the purchase. We are unable to issue cash or refund checks. 

If you are returning an item for exchange, we will refund your money

for the original purchase price and send you an e-mail advising you of the

refund. You can then visit www.berettausa.com and order the item that you

wish to exchange. We will provide you with a coupon code to use during the

ordering process so that you do not have to pay shipping for the exchange

order. If we no longer have the item that you wish to order in stock, we

apologize for the inconvenience, but you can rest assured that you were 

refunded for your original purchase.

Shipping and Handling:  We do not ship on weekends or national

holidays. We can only ship to valid street addresses in the fifty US states.

We cannot ship to post office boxes and APO/FPO military addresses.

Due to export issues, we cannot ship to addresses in Puerto Rico.  We

normally ship our products by United Parcel Service to locations within

the USA. We will refund your shipping and handling if there is misship-

ment or an error on our part. 

Sales Tax: We charge sales tax on catalog orders in all states where 
applicable. By law, this includes orders shipped to states where we have a
physical presence, including either a company store or a commissioned
sales representative. 

Our shipping rates are based upon the value of the order 
(Standard UPS Ground): 

Up to $25 $5.95
$25.01 - $50.00 $7.95
$50.01 - $100.00 $9.95 
$100.01 - $150.00 $13.95
$150.01 - $200.00 $15.95 
$200.01 and more $18.95

Policies

New York

718 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10065   Phone: 212.319.3235
Dallas

41 Highland Park Village, Dallas, TX  75205   Phone: 214.559.9800
Milano

Via Durini, 5 Milano, 20122                            Phone +39.02.76.02.83.25 
London

36 St. James Street, London,  SW1A 1JD Phone: +44.207.408.4411
Paris

57 Rue Pierre Charon, 75008, Paris    Phone: +33.(0)1.5688.5955
Buenos Aires

Arenales 1654/56, 1061, Capital Federal    Phone +54.114.81.39258

B eretta Galleries
The Beretta Galleries are exclusive retail locations where our customers 

can experience the feel of the complete range of our products. The 
USA galleries are equipped to assist you with any catalog merchandise 

you may be interested in.Visit www.berettausa.com/gallery.
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Beretta Gallery in NYC

Guaranteed Since 1526
Your satisfaction is our top priority. If you aren’t completely satisfied with any item

you purchased from us for any reason, return it for a full refund or exchange.*

Black Wing Shooting Center

3722 Marysville Road
Delaware, OH 43015
(740)  363-7555
www.blackwingsc.com

Buffalo Gun Center

3385 Harlem Road
Buffalo, NY 14225
(716)  833-2581
www.buffaloguncenter.com

Diamond K Ranch

3A Hagg Road
Sisterdale, TX 78006
(830)  324-6727
www.diamondkranch.com 

Flint Oak

2639 Quail Road
Fall River, KS 67047
(620)  658-4401
www.flintoak.com

H&H Shooting Sports

400 S.Vermont Ste.110
Oklahoma City, OK 73108
(405)  947-3888
www.hhgunrange.com

J.R. Shooting Sports

519 N. Oakhurst
Aurora, IL 60504
(630)  236-7788
www.jrshootingsports.com

JTH AGENCY

50 State Street 
Pittsford, NY 14534
(585)  381-3511
www.jthagency.com

Jaqua’s Fine Guns

900 E. Bigelow Avenue
Findlay, OH 45840
(419)  422-0912
www.jaquas.com 

Midwestern Shooters Supply

191 Church Street
Lomira, WI 53048    
(920) 269-4995
www.mwshooters.com

Mitchell's Clay 

Target Sport Center 

6181 Concomly Road NE
Gervais, OR 97026
(503)  792-3431
www.mitchellsclaytargetsports.com 

PACIFIC SPORTING ARMS

850 W. Foothill Boulevard, #20
Azusa, CA 91702
(626)  633-1002
www.pacificsportingarms.com

Rough Creek Lodge

1435 Private Road 1256
Iredell, TX 76649  
(254) 918-2504
www.roughcreek.com

Tommy Bronson Sporting Goods

109 S. Highland Street
Memphis, TN 38111
(901)  458-5458
www.tommybronson.com 

Woods & Water Inc.

5101 Summit Ridge
Tuscaloosa, AL 35405 
(205)  342-4868
www.woods-n-water.com

Beretta Gallery in Dallas

Shipping/Delivery

Next Day Air (add $20.00)**
2nd Day Air (add $16.00)**
** Any express delivery times
apply to when your shipment
leaves our warehouse, which
may take 2 business days, if
not a back order.

JOEL ETCHEN GUNS

1500 Route 30
Ligonier, PA 15658
(724)  238-0332
www.joeletchenguns.com

KEVIN’S

111 S. Broad Street
Thomasville, GA 31792
(229)  226-7766
www.kevinsguns.com 

Lafayette Shooters

3250 Ambassador Caff.Parkway
Lafayette, LA 70503
(337)  989-4500
www.lafayetteshooters.com 

Mace Sport

6921 Industrial Drive
Mebane, NC 27302
(919)  563-4070
www.macesports.com 

MCBRIDE’S GUNS INC.

30th at North Lamar
Austin, TX 78705
(512)  472-3532
www.mcbridesguns.com 

Mega Sports Inc.

16001 S. Lincoln Highway
Plainfield, IL 60586
(815)  439-4867
www.megasportsfirearms.com

Locate all of our 

Beretta Dealers 

Go to berettausa.com/dealers

Beretta Premium Dealers
Beyond the Beretta Galleries, only five dealers across the USA have been selected 
as a Beretta premium gun destinations. These are the only local dealers that have 

earned the privilege, by their advanced product knowledge, to carry Beretta’s 
finest guns, built entirely by hand by our master craftsmen. The stores listed 

below marked with stars are Premium Dealers. 

Beretta Shop in Shop
Beretta personalizes display space at your local dealer’s store with a full range of 
products: firearms, apparel, accessories, and special parts. Highly trained and 
qualified personnel are ready to assist you. The Shop in Shop is the ideal place 
for those who want to peruse and select from our complete line of merchandise.



A.  B1one Overnighter Briefcase
The Overnighter carries your laptop, a change
of clothing, and a week’s worth of files. Com-
pact size slips easily under airplane seats. Made
of soft canvas with leather details, it’s fully
padded with Beretta’s exclusive thermoformed
leather. It has a pull-out sleeve that accommo-
dates laptops up to 15". It also has built-in 
accordion file folder with 
Velcro® closure. You can carry
three ways: shoulder strap,
handle, or attached to your

rolling bag. Other features are a zip pocket under front flap
with accessory holder. Dimensions: 19"W x 14"H x 6"D.
Colors: 83)tan, 706)green. International origin. 
BS780119     $150  

Order on the Web: www.berettausa.com    24 hours a day _ 7 days a week

Order by Phone: 1-800-929-2901 8AM _ 8PM EST    Monday _ Friday

PAGE QTY ITEM # COLOR DESCRIPTION SIZE PRICE EACH TOTAL

MERCHANDISE 

TOTAL

SHIPPING & 

HANDLING

SALES TAX

TOTAL

spruce

USA Size
(inches)

Small
34-36

Medium
38-40

Large
42-44

X-Large
46-48

XX-Large
50-52

XXX-Large
54-56

Neck 141⁄2-15 151⁄2-16 16-161⁄2 17-171⁄2 18-181⁄2 19-191⁄2

Chest 36-38 39-41 42-44 45-48 50-51 52-54

Waist 29-31 33-35 37-39 41-43 45-47 49-51

Sleeve (regular) 321⁄2 33-331⁄2 34-341⁄2 35-351⁄2 36-361⁄2 37-371⁄2

Men’s USA Clothing Sizes

Men’s European and American Shoe Size Equivalencies

EUROPEAN 42 43 44 45 46

USA 09 10 101⁄2 111⁄2 12

Hat Measures
(inches)

Hat Size
(inches)

Head Size
(inches)

71⁄8 M 221⁄4

73⁄8 L 23

75⁄8 XL 235⁄8

A.

tan

green

tan
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B. Beretta’s E-Gift Certificate. 
Give the Perfect Gift 
Every Time,  Any Time. 

1. A great last-minute gift.  
2. Fast, easy, and always a hit. 
3. Redeemable online, by phone.
4. Arrives within hours. 
GC025 $25

GC050 $50

GC075 $75

GC150 $150

C. Stainless Steel Pocket Tools With Embedded Light
A bright LED (light emitting diode) light is always at the ready. Simply extend
the lamp and it lights automatically when you get caught in the dark. This
pocket tool has it all: knife, saw, scissors, screwdriver/bottle opener, can opener,
lanyard ring, corkscrew, small screwdriver, fingernail cleaner, leather punch, and
#2 Phillips! Over the years, you’ll appreciate the stainless steel scales, stainless
steel liners and frame; plus the 420 C stainless steel blade. Comes in a fitted
nylon belt sheath or can be clipped to pack, purse, or key ring with the spring
clip. International origin.

JK810A02 1 Inch $25

JK810A03 2 Inch $30

A. 

C.



®
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white

Max-4 camo

orange

hunter green

black

AP camo

C. Beretta Mock Turtleneck
Ideal under any Beretta outerwear, our prewashed 100% cotton 
is as comfortable as it gets. The Beretta logo embroidered on the 
collar coordinates it with your other Beretta clothing and accessories.
Camos are cotton jersey. Washable. Colors: 79)hunter green, 01)white,
77)Max-4 camo, 25)orange, 87)AP camo, 99)black. International origin. 

P2007101       Sizes M-XXL

Solid Colors $40             

Camo Colors $45

B. Calfskin Gloves
These premium calfskin
leather gloves were designed

for shooting. Breathable, light-
weight and supremely soft, their

exceptional feel makes them an ideal driving and casual glove, too.
Trident logo embroidered tone-on-tone on each Velcro® backstrap.
Colors: 99)black, 88)brown. International origin.

GL180132 Sizes S-XXL    $50

brown

A.  Cordura® Blaze Cap
A hunter’s best friend in the field, our 
10-mile blaze orange cap ensures that 
fellow hunters will see you. Traditional

cap is constructed of water-repellent
Cordura® nylon with a waxed 

cotton brim to protect you in 
all kinds of weather. Color:

25)tan/blaze. International origin.

BC139168    One size fits most $20

A. 

B.

C.



D. & E. Wind Barrier Short and Long Zip Sweaters
You’ll find pure wool for warmth and rugged good looks on the outside
of this sweater. But inside lies the secret: a barrier lining that keeps the
coldest winds at bay. Fleece-lined collar for comfort; full zipper or pull-
over short zip. Cotton twill gun patches cover both shoulders while
ribbed knit at the cuffs and bottom keeps out drafts. Hand wash in cold
water, dry flat. Colors: 75)loden, 86)brown heather. International origin. 

D. PU347019 Short Zip Sizes M-XXXL $120

E.  PU337019   Long Zip    Sizes M-XXXL $125
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loden

brown
heather

Beneath 
This Sweater 
Lies a Secret . . .

D.

Green Line
Jeans sold on
page 9.

F.    All -Weather  Wellies 
A neoprene lining for optional warmth and Beretta’s exclusive
snap buckle for easy fit distinguish these natural rubber boots
from all others. Water and slip resistant, these comfortable
walking boots also feature an energy-absorbing heel and 
sole, improved grip, and great lateral stability built into 
the construction. Color: 75)green. International origin.

ST420304           Sizes 43-44-45-46           $195

E.

F.

D.
F.

Hat sold on page 19.

EUROPEAN 43 44 45 46

USA 10 10.5 11.5 12
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A.  Beretta Red Line Jean
What makes our jeans the best on the market? It all boils
down to construc-
tion and fit. We 
took the top-10 best-
selling jeans and the
best technicians, and
matched them with
the research of our
Italian design team
to create our Red
Line Jean. Made of
substantial 14-ounce
denim for durability
in the oldest surviving
U.S. jean factory, these jeans are woven in a 3 x1 left-hand twill
that is difficult to produce but results in superior softness.
Then they are dipped nine times in indigo for a rich, lasting
color. Finally, we trimmed the jean in Beretta silver hardware
and washed it down for exceptional comfort and color. As for
the fit, we think you’ll find exactly what you’ve been looking
for. Not boot, not relaxed _ rather, a fit that feels just right
for everyday use in the field or at leisure. After all, if you’re
not comfortable in your jeans, what’s the point of owning
them? Machine washable. Color: 56)indigo. Made in USA.

JU902671       Sizes 32-42; Inseam 30" or 32" $75 

WHAT MAKES OUR 

RED LINE JEANS THE 

BEST ON THE MARKET?

B. Cool, Breathable Seersucker Travel Shirt 
With its natural cooling tendencies and woven-in ability to hide wrinkles,
cotton seersucker is a natural choice for travel. The puckered structure of
these handsome plaid shirts allows the fabric to lift off your skin on hot,
humid days. The air then circulates to keep you cool. And seersucker does
not need to be ironed! Rolled sleeve tabs; double buttons at the cuffs.
Washable. Colors: 0163)ecru plaid, 0554)sky plaid, 756)green plaid,
755)red/green plaid. International origin. 

LU037516          Sizes M-XXL          $58

0163)ecru plaid

0554)sky plaid
756)green plaid

755)red/green plaid

C a l l  1 . 8 0 0 . 9 2 9 . 2 9 0 1

A. 

B.

NEW COLORS!

red/green plaid

D.  Buffalo Horn Damascus Knife
A spectacular drop-point folder from Maniago, Italy, the “City of
Knives.” This limited-availability knife features an artisan-made,
3" Maniago Damascus steel blade consisting of 250-270 lay-
ers of K720 and K400 steel with an HRC of 57-59.
Finely polished water buffalo horn handle with
unique color striations throughout the scales.
Leather belt sheath included.4" closed; 7"
open. International origin.

CO25-59-99          $350
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C. Vintage Roots Jacket 
Nearly 500 years of dedication to uncompromised
craftsmanship and impeccable design creates a last-
ing legacy. We reached back into that history to
create a jacket that is rich in every vintage detail.
From the comfortable half lining to the roomy
front pockets with flap-covered buttons right
down to a facsimile of our first bill of sale from
1526 printed inside the jacket. This is a coat any
generation of Beretta would be proud to wear.
Constructed of a sturdy, washed cotton in a hand-
some textured weave with an abundance of pock-
ets inside and out. Dry clean recommended.
Color: 0836)hazelnut. International origin. 
See size chart below to ensure a good fit.

GUA62801      Italian Sizes 50-58 $345 

w w w . b e r e t t a u s a . c o m

NEW!

On the inside jacket pocket,
there is a facsimile of our first
bill of sale from 1526!

C.

A.
B.
C.

Hat sold on page 3.

D.

See our entire line of jackets

at berettausa.com/jackets

Italian 46-50 52-54 56-58

USA 36-40 42-44 46-48

Men’s Italian Jacket Sizes vs.  American Sizes



The initials “DT” are an abbreviation 

of “Detachable Trigger,” emphasizing 

the efficiency and simplicity of the 

trigger group release system.

The ultimate in competitive shotguns, 

the DT-10 features a modifi ed cross-bolt 

locking system designed to withstand 

even the toughest of training regiments.  

Shop at www.berettausa.com 

Locate a dealer near you and 

find information on Beretta products. 

“With the DT10 

you sight the target, 

 you break the target.”

DT10 TRIDENT 

Vincent Hancock has won 14 international medals and 

fi red over 200,000 rounds with his Beretta DT10. After 

he won the Olympic Gold medal in men’s skeet, he 

retired the gun, “it’s for sentimental reasons, the gun’s 

just fi ne”. In fact the DT10 is incredibly well made and 

reliable, pounding out shot after shot. Open the box, set 

the adjustable stock and you’re ready to go. Perfectly 

balanced, it’s effortless to move and point. This gun just 

feels right. The Beretta DT10 will defi nitely make you a 

better shot, even if you can’t quite match Vincent’s scores.
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black

pink

gray

navy

orange

black

white

red

w w w . b e r e t t a u s a . c o m

white

blue

A. Victory Fleece Vest Will Not Pill! 
The ideal shooting vest to keep you warm, comfortable, and unre-
stricted on cool days. Made of lightweight, breathable, Polarfleece®,
reinforced where you need it most. Long abrasion-resistant shoot-
ing patches, deep front pockets, and stretch under the armholes
allow for all day comfort and ease of movement while shooting.
And this fleece won’t pill! Adjustable drawstring bottom. Wash-
able. Colors: 0504)navy, 0700)green. International origin. 

GT175031 Sizes S-XXXL          $90

B.
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C.

B. Champion Trident Cap
The three arrows of our Trident logo symbolize the precision and
high quality of Beretta’s firearms. We’ve embroidered the Trident
proudly on this summer-weight cap in a nod to the champions who
represent the Beretta brand. Contrast trim on the brim. Cotton
twill. Colors: 100)white, 999)black, 560)blue. International origin.

BC949141 One Size Fits Most $20

C.  Beretta Team Tee-Shirt
Tee-shirt bears the Beretta Team print across the back, the Beretta
logo on the left front chest and an embroidered logo on the sleeve.
Constructed of Peruvian Tanguis cotton yarn, one of the world’s
longest fibers, which gives the tee a soft hand, greater tensile strength,
and very little shrinkage. Washable. Colors: 0999)black, 38)red,
96)gray, 34)pink, 22)orange, 01)white, 58)navy. International origin.

TS667294 Sizes S-XXXL $25

green

navy

A.

C.

NEW!

front

back
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leather-trimmed double-bellows shell pockets for easy hand access

leather
shooting
patch 
and
trim

removable
Gel-tec 
Recoil 
Reducer 
inside vest

removable
Gel-tec 
Recoil 
Reducer 
inside vest

shoulder slit to
accommodate 
arm raise

embroi-
dered
Beretta
emblem

A.
D.

mesh back, 
adjustable belt

and hull 
pockets

mesh back, 
adjustable belt

and hull 
pockets

leather
shooting
patch

extra
pocket
for shells
or chokes

embroidered
shooting
glasses pocket

skid-free gun-rest patch

mesh 
sides 

double expandable shell pockets with leather trim
expandable shell pockets

adjustable
belt

B.
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green navy black

nonslip gun rest

C.

A. 

NEW COLOR!

NEW COLOR!

shoulder slit
for up-and-
down  
movement

khaki/loden

gray/navy

red/black



D.  Long-Sleeved Double-Logo Tee
Wear this longsleeve shirt _ displaying Beretta’s trademark on both
arms and Trident logo on the chest _ with pride. It’s the softest,
longest-wearing tee you’ll put into your rotation. Made of Peruvian
Tanguis cotton yarn, its unparalleled quality ensures you will be
reaching for it for years. You can comfortably order your regular 
size as this tee will have very little shrinkage. Washable. 
Colors: 0999)black, 96)gray mélange, 38)Beretta red, 01)white,
58)navy, 34)pink.  International origin.

TS717294         Sizes S-XXXL $30

gray

red

white

navy

pink

grey orange yellow

E.  Beretta Ultimate Shooting Glasses
From the first look, you’ll know that evolution has given way to 
revolution. Once you see, feel, and try on Beretta’s Ultimate 
Shooting/Sportsman Glasses, it will confirm your first impression.
All three easy-to interchange lenses climb into a stylish hard case 
to protect their integrity:
• Gray for days with changeable light  
• Orange for bright days
• Yellow for poor atmospheric conditions
International origin.

OC12000109           $85
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B. Two-Tone Clays Vest with Mesh Front & Back

Stay cool and comfortable during those intense shoot-offs! Genuine
leather accents this championship vest with functionally cooling
mesh back and sides. Expandable front shell pockets, adjustable
waist tabs, shooting glasses pocket. Cotton twill with polycotton
mesh. Dry clean. Colors: 75)khaki/loden, 0901)gray/navy. 
International origin. 

GT080146             M-XXL                   $100

A. Our Best Premier Clays Vest 
Beretta performance and reliability are built into every detail of 
this premier vest. The tightly woven poly/cotton twill body ensures
strength and durability under competitive pressure while the mesh
back and sides keep you cool. Outfitted with a genuine black
leather, full-length, international-style shooting patch; four lower
pockets; and an adjustable back with snaps. Removable Gel-tec 
Recoil Reducer included (see page 15). Trimmed in leather with 
a European fit (close-to-body fit). Dry clean recommended. 
International origin. 
GT020074  Right-Handed  Colors: 75)green, 58)navy, 99)black

Sizes 38-52      $125

GT040074   Left-Handed  Colors: 58)navy, 99)black
Sizes 38-48      $125

C. Silver Pigeon Vest — Performance and Value!

Designed to perform, this ambidextrous shooting vest features 
international-style, easy-glide shooting patches. Removable 
interior recoil pad can be used on the left or right side. Two full 
box pockets, mesh cooling panels, ear protection loop, and easy-
adjust, permanent position waist cinch. Cotton/polyester. Colors:
0520)red/black, 58)navy, 75)green, 99)black. International origin. 

GT300074                     S-XXXL                  $70 29

D.

E.

black



C. New Victory Tee-Shirt
Enjoy a soft, comfortable tee with a great new graphic (boldly dis-

played across the back, too) plus plenty of extras, like side vents
and a taped neck. Made of durable cotton jersey that wears

well for years. Washable. Colors: 0504)navy, 0560)Beretta
blue, 0100)white. International origin.

TS987234 Sizes M-XXXL $30

C a l l  1 . 8 0 0 . 9 2 9 . 2 9 0 1

B. Competition Polo 
Wicks Moisture Away

Lightweight, moisture-wicking cotton pique 
makes this an ideal shirt for warm-weather 
shooting. Designed for comfort and ease of 
movement, the polo features side slits that 
allow it to be worn tucked in or out. 
Washable. Colors: 518)sky blue, 
504)blue, 411)orange. International origin. 

MT087266       Sizes M-XXL      $50

orange blue
green

NEW!
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A.  Beretta Big B Hat
The perfect hat for keeping you comfortable during competitive days
of shooting and days around town. With three color choices and stylish
contrast stitching, the Big B continues to be a customer and Beretta 
employee favorite. Cotton/nylon with perfect-fit Velcro® closure. 
Colors: 706)green, 411)orange, 560)blue. International origin.

BC899190      One Size Fits Most       $20

orange

blue

sky blue

See all of our knit shirts 

at berettausa.com/polos

A. 

B.

A.
B.

C.

navy

beretta blue

white



D. Victory Fleece Shooting Jacket 
Lightweight, warm, and breathable, our Polarfleece® jacket is
just right for cooler shooting days. When you’re active in your

jacket, it’s good to know that this high-quality fleece won’t
pill and will last wash after wash for many years. Though

this comfortable jacket is great around town, shooters 
will appreciate the abrasion-proof shooting patches on
the shoulder and sleeves (for broken gun carry) and the
stretch under the armholes for unrestricted movement
while shooting. The full zippered jacket is reinforced
at all the stress points and features deep front pockets
and an adjustable drawstring waist. Washable. 
Colors: 0504)navy, 0700)green. 
International origin. 

GT165031 Sizes S-XXXL $110

G.   V-TECH Short-Sleeved Shooting Shirt 
with Cape Back

This quick-drying, incredibly lightweight shirt takes high tech 
to the next level. The comfortable poplin fabric repels mosqui-

toes, wicks moisture away, and uses its anti-microbial
properties to keep you feeling fresh all day. Cape 

back with mesh opening adds additional 
ventilation. Polyester. Washable. 

Colors: 0100)white, 0504)blue. 
International origin.

LT107552

Sizes M-XXL

$80

w w w . b e r e t t a u s a . c o m
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F. V-TECH Long-Sleeved Shooting Shirt 
Repels Insects!

A marvel of technology, this extremely lightweight shirt takes care of the
distractions while you concentrate on shooting. The high-tech fabric is
treated to repel pesky insects, wick moisture away quickly and keep the
shirt from taking on body odor even in hot, humid conditions. Gussets
under the armholes allow full freedom of movement. Features include
ambidextrous shooting patches, roll-tab sleeves, and eyeglass loop. Poly-
ester. Washable. Colors: 0100)white, 0504)blue. International origin.

LT097552 Sizes M-XXL $85

Short sleeved shirt has 
cape back with mesh 
for ventilation.

NEW!

55-Beretta blue
99-black

E. Trident Competition Gloves
Supremely soft, quick-drying gloves won’t let you 
down in the heat of competition. Crafted from Pittards
exclusive English carbon-tanned leather, water repellent,

breathable, perspiration and abrasion resistant, they sport
an adjustable back closure. Colors: 55)Beretta blue,
99)black. International origin.

GL380133     Sizes S-XXL            $40

NEW!

blue white

green

navy

E.

D.

F.

G.

G.

People will see the Beretta name when
you raise your arm to shoot.



B.  Beretta Varsity Sweatshirt 
with Vintage Embroidery

Hooded sweatshirts are unmatched for casual comfort, but this 
one (with its vintage embroidered felt logo) manages to hit the
right style note as well. The lined hood, drawstring neck, and front
tunnel pocket keep the cold out and your hands warm. The inside 

is pure soft comfort. Cotton. Washable. Colors: 0504)navy/gray
mélange, 0905)grey mélange/navy. International origin.

FU127279 Sizes S-XXL                 $68

C.  Electronic Hearing Protection
Hear commands and comments in the midst of any shoot-
ing situation. The very best in sound amplification and
stereo noise reduction technology with individual left and

right controls. Approximately 400 hours of run time on 
included batteries. Protection of db-22, peak db-85. Colors:

54) blue, 99)black. Made in England. 

SCF050001  $155

D.  Standard Hearing Protection
Beretta’s standard earmuff is perfect for the shooting range. Low-
profile, compact design offers great value and protection of db-25.
Colors: 0701)green, 0560)blue, 0999)black. International origin.

CF100002 $40

green blue black

black

ELECTRONIC

STANDARD

blue 

A.  Beretta Weekender Caps
A soft cotton hat that’s as relaxed as you’ll be when you slip it 
on. Stretchable Flexfit spandex sweatband allows for a comfortable
fit while giving the appearance of a fitted cap. No buckles or snaps
to fool with. Embroid ered Trident logo on the back. Colors:
58)navy, 34)pink, 82)khaki, 53)dusk blue, 18)gold, 79)spruce,
75)loden, 54)royal blue, 39)red. International origin. 

BC889175          One Size Fits Most $20
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pink gold spruce

dusk blue

red

royal blue

loden 

khaki
navy

khaki
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NEW!

A. 

B.

C.
E.

D.

See our entire collection 

of caps at berettausa.com.

gray mélange/navy

navy/gray mélange



E. Take Your Choice — 
Competition Shooting Shields 

Full wraparound protection with plenty of standoff to prevent
fogging. The perfect pair of lightweight, full-visibility shooting
glasses, Beretta Shields meet CE and ANSI standards for im-
pact as well as IR and UV protection. Delivered in an armored
case with color-matching zipper tab and microfleece storage
plus cleaning bag. Colors: 45)persimmon, 15)yellow, 35)ver-
milion, 58)smoke, 05)clear, 39)purple. International origin.

SOC310020     Adult        $38    

SOC310025 Women/Youth $38

F. Beretta Varsity Tee-Shirt
Our pure cotton jersey tee is cool, comfortable, and complete
with the kind of quality details only Beretta offers — like a
taped neck and locker loop. Durable tee has Beretta logo screen
printed on front and discreet rubberized logo on back shoulder.
Washable. Colors: 0100)white/navy, 0504)navy/ivory, 
0905)gray mélange/navy. International origin.

TS177234 Sizes M-XXL                    $30
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NEW!

persimmon

vermillion

purple

smoke

yellow

clear

NEW!
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Scratch resistant,

Water resistant,

Antishock 

E.

F.

Look for all our safety 

accessories at 

berettausa.com/accessories

G.

H.

I.

G. - I.  Gold Cup Shooting Accessories 
Protect Your Gear

Our winning line of soft-sided bags and gun cases for the serious
shooting enthusiast. Each is meticulously designed to safely and 
superbly handle your cartridges, magazines, pistols, and shotguns.
The Cartridge Bag holds 6-8 cartridge boxes and opens wide for 
easy access. The Shooting Bag also handles 6-8 boxes in its upper
compartment, but adds a rigid bottom compartment to carry a pistol
or magazines. The scratch-resistant gun case features double-density
anti-shock padding, Beretta’s central thermo-shield protection, and 
a full-length double zipper. Polyester. International origin.

G.  BS66014458     Shooting Bag: 21" x 13" x18" $58

H. BS65014458     Cartridge Bag: 14" x 8" x 10" $39

I.  FOA6014458    Gun Case: 54" $40
grey mélange/navy

white/navy

navy/ivory



C.   Burris FastFire Increases Accuracy
Simplify the act of aiming and eliminate the
need to focus on and align your sights and 
target. The FastFire’s aiming red dot and 

target are always in focus and aligned for the
ultimate in accuracy. Fully waterproof and low

mounting, it has repeatedly proven its toughness on the
slides of high power semi-autos, slug guns, shotguns and high power
rifles. Special bases are available for most firearms. Lithium CR2032
battery (lasts up to 5 years) included. International origin.

300233 $199

A.   U22 Neos Carbine Kit
The U22 Neos Carbine Kit adds another
level of performance and modularity 
to the U22 Neos product line. The kit allows you to
transform the pistol into a handy “plinker” carbine or lightweight
“camp gun,” with easy disassembly and compact transportation. A barrel/fore-
end/top-rail assembly and a stock unit easily replaces the pistol’s barrel and grip
using the supplied multi-purpose tool. A TRUGLO™ orange fiber-optic front sight is
standard, as well as a fully adjustable aperture rear sight, to provide fast target acquisition.
Both sights are removable and replaceable. The barrel features a built-in machined 
aluminum Weaver™-style rail that allows mounting of optics using standard mounts. 
The stock features a rubber butt plate, as well as attachment slots for future accessories. 
Every U22 Neos pistol and carbine may be accessorized with a complete
line of products. Made in USA.

JU22CK1 $249

B. U22 Neos .22 LR 
10-Round Magazine

Guaranteed for reliable fit and function, 
these Beretta factory magazines are made 

of stainless steel under strict tolerances 
specifically for the U22 Neos. Great as 

a replacement or spare, these comfortably
loading magazines will function reliably

for years with proper care. Imported
from Italy.

JMU22 $26

C a l l  1 . 8 0 0 . 9 2 9 . 2 9 0 1
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NEW!

NEW!

• Converts your U22 Neos pistol into a light 
and compact carbine

• Includes barrel and stock assemblies and 
multipurpose tool

• Allows mounting of optics with an Aluminum 
Weaver™-style top rail 

• Features a rubber butt plate

• TRUGLO™ orange fiber optic front sight, fully 
adjustable aperture rear sight

• Uses pistol’s magazine, slide, and receiver assembly

• Now approved for sale in California

CONVERSION KIT

A. 

A. 
C.
D.
E.

B.

C.

Electronic hearing protection

sold on page 32

shown assembled with 
NEOS pistol; sold separatley.
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F.   Breathable Bamboo Tech T-Shirt
A breathable tee that won’t stick to your skin even on the hottest days
and works overtime to keep you feeling and smelling fresh. Ultrafine
bamboo particles in the fabric absorb and release sweat quickly so you
feel fresh and dry. Mesh ventilation under the arms and down the back
provide an extra measure of cooling. 
Polyester and bamboo/elastane.
Washable. Colors: 0100)white,
0504)navy, 0999)black. 
International origin.

TS807251

Sizes S-XXXL $48

B amboo is the “feel good” product that delivers in a big
way. One of earth’s most renewable resources, bamboo

has proven to be antimicrobial, breathable, deodorizing, anti-
static and able to regulate your body tem-

perature. How? Naturally grown bamboo is
heated until it bakes into charcoal, then
processed into nano particles. The ultrafine

particles are embedded in the fabric, rather
than coated on it, for long lasting 

effectiveness. 

D. Range Cap
Along with eye and ear protection, a hat is an important part of your
gear for the shooting range. Our comfortable, breathable, lightweight
cotton cap is perfect for shooting days and beyond. Pure cotton. Col-
ors: 0504)navy/Beretta blue, 0702)green/khaki. International origin.
BT119144                  One Size Fits Most                $20
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Breathable, Antibacterial 

BAMBOO: 
Nature’s High-Tech Ecofabric

E.   Bamboo Tech Polo Regulates Your Body Temp
Thanks to the nano particles of bamboo embedded in its fiber, this polo is breath-
able, moisture wicking, and naturally antibacterial and antifungal (like a built-
in deodorizer). What more could you want from a shirt? But there’s more. This
one will even regulate your temperature, keeping you cool on hot days and insu-
lated on cold ones. Polyester and bamboo/elastane. Washable. Colors: 0100)white,
0504)navy, 0999)black, 0208)mango, 0700)green. International origin.

MT107251 Sizes M-XXL $58

NEW!

black

black
navy

mango

white

green

white

navy

NEW!

D.

E.

F.

E.

navy/Beretta blue green/khaki



visit www.berettausa.com/25years

Our M9 has seen action in the deserts of Iraq and Afghanistan, the jungles 

of Panama, the forests of Bosnia and has been to 36 countries around the 

globe, helping our troops protect our freedoms and defend democracy.

We are proud to be the offi cial sidearm of the U.S. Armed Forces and are 

honored to serve at the side of our warfi ghters.

Today, our engineers have incorporated this battlefi eld tested know-how 

into the latest version of the civilian M9 variant – the Beretta 92FS. Go to 

our website to learn more or ask your local dealer how you can own part of 

Beretta’s military heritage.

Beretta. Because lives depend on it.

Twenty-Five Years. 

 Thirty-Six Countries. 

Dozens of Wars and Skirmishes.

     One Sidearm. 

In 2010, Beretta Celebrates 25 Years 
on Active Duty with the U.S. Military.
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D. M9 25th Anniversary 
Tee-Shirt

For a quarter century there has been
only one standard service sidearm
for the U.S. Armed Forces: Beretta’s
American-made M9. With this dis-
tinctive black tee we celebrate 25
years of the M9’s distinguished
service and reliability in dozens 
of wars and skirmishes. Tours of
duty are listed on the back. Cotton jersey. Washable. 
Color: 0999)black. International origin.

TS977234 Sizes M-XXXL $30

A. Pistol Tool—
Puts 17 Essentials in Your Hand

One indispensable tool with everything you need to maintain your
Beretta pistol! Designed by gunsmiths, it features 17 tools, includ-
ing: needle nose pliers and wire cutters, serrated clip point blade,
sheep’s foot blade, can opener _ 3mm screwdriver, bottle opener _

6.5mm screwdriver, very fine file, scissors, multi-bit holder, and
trigger spring hook. Nylon belt sheath included.

JK820A02 $55

C. Quick Wicking Tactical 
Sport Cap

Keep your cool in every situation with 
our quick-wicking, quick-drying, quick- 
cooling hat. Tech savvy cap lets fresh air 
circulate around your head, while it lets 
heat out. Cotton and polyester. Color: 
0999)black. International origin.

BT129145   One Size Fits Most $20

front

front

back

back

NEW!
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A. 

B.

C.

NEW!

D.

NEW!

D.

B. M9 Pistol Tee-Shirt
From peacekeeping missions in
Bosnia to Operation Enduring Free-
dom in the mountains of Afghanistan,
the American-made M9 has proven
itself as the “world defender.”  This
comfortable cotton jersey tee proudly
features the M9 emblem on the front
and the American flag on the back.
Washable. Color: 0999)black. Inter-
national origin.

TS967234 Sizes M-XXXL $30



D. Portable & Secure Ammunition Boxes  
The ultimate ammo box. Precision
machined to perfection from a single
block of aluminum, the base and 
cover are brushed, polished and in-
spected for perfect alignment by hand.
INOX steel screws with anti-intrusion
heads hold the cover, hinges and lock
in place. An integrated Keylock en-
sures a high degree of built-in security.
Under the hood a super-resistant 
foam prevents rattling and secures 
cartridges even when the ammo box 
is held upside down. The laser cut 
cartridge plate is available for .22lr or
9mm. Made in Italy.

38

A.  Mesh 
Logo Cap

Finally . . . a black Beretta cap! You asked for it,
and we got it done. This cool cap is designed 
especially for warm weather with breathable
mesh sides and back. Moisture-wicking Q3 
fabric on the front panels for complete comfort.
Cotton/poyester. Color: 999)black. Interna-
tional origin.

BC969143      

One Size Fits Most

$20

C.  High 
Performance Pistol Rugs

Protect your investment with a pistol rug
from our High Performance line. These rugs,
with their easy-opening, heavy-duty coil 
zippers can handle all Beretta’s full-size pistols.
The exterior is heavy-duty nylon shell with
1½" foam padding inside.  
Color: 0501)blue. 
International origin.
FO240189    

10" $18

FO510189   

8" $16

A.

B. B.  Beretta Laser Grips 
The Beretta Laser Grips have dual side-

activation buttons, rubber-over-mold 
construction, fully adjustable windage and elevation, a master
on/off switch and a Beretta Trident logo!  Lithium batteries
(included); more than four hours of on-time use with a five-
year shelf life. Applicable for Beretta Models 92 and 96 large
frame, including Centurion, Elite II, and Brigadier. Technical

specifications: beam intensity _ 5-mw peak, 633-nm,
class IIIa laser _ the maximum output allowable
by federal law and technology. Dot size approxi-
mately 0.5" diameter at 50 feet. Made in USA.

JG92LG302                                  $300
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C.

See more magazines at:

berettausa.com/magazines

E. PX4 High-Capacity
Magazines

Manufactured specifically for
your 9-mm Px4 Storm, these
black finish magazines are avail-
able in 15-, 17- and 20-round ca-
pacities. Note that the 20 round is
an extended magazine. Due to
state laws, this magazine cannot be shipped to
CA, HI, NY, or MA. Made in Italy.

JM4PX915 15-round $40

JM4PX917 17-round $40

JM4PX920 20-round $40

Two or More Magazines, $38 Each

F. High Performance Bags 
Constructed of heavy-duty nylon,
our line of High Performance bags —
with easy-access wide-mouth tops —
is designed to last for years. Choose
our roomy Cartridge Bag when you
need to carry all your shooting equip-
ment. The largest bag in our High 
Performance line features a bottom
compartment and allows you to easily
pack ammo, hearing protection, shooting
lenses, a cleaning kit, and your pistol. The
compact Range Bag (big enough for four
boxes of ammo) is ideal when you want to
travel light. Both with padded handle, zippered outer
pockets, and protective bottom. International origin.

BS2001890501 Cartridge Bag   13" x 12" x 14" $90

BS2301890501 Range Bag 11" x 6" x 8" $58

NEW

SIZE!

C.

E.

F.

F.

NEW!

D.

9mm - 100 rounds

.22lr - 100 rounds

ZERO-A-BL              9mm 50 round $79 

ZERO-22-22LR-BL  .22lr 100 round $79



G. BIS Packable Vest 
Is Always Ready for Action   

Turn any of your shooting jackets into cold-weather
gear that perform in extreme conditions. Our  vest
provides a warm, featherlight and breathable lining
that fastens inside your outerwear without adding
bulk. At just 14 oz. each, the vest provides plenty of
warmth without weight. With two-way YKK zip-
pers, two generous pockets and interior zippered
pockets, it works well without an outer layer. Packs
compactly into its own zippered pocket for easy
take-along storage. Nylon shell/polyester insula-
tion. Washable. Colors:
75)loden, 99)black. 
International origin. 

GU1N2882  

Sizes XS-XXXL     

$125
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H.  Px4 Pancake Leather Holster
Our pancake holster offers the sleekest appearance for
concealed carry. The thermomolded black leather belt
holster offers the perfect fit for Px4 and features a back
strap fastener and closed barrel end. Dual belt slits allow
the holster to be easily positioned at different angles. Right 
hand. Model Px4 9-mm and .40 S&W, fits PX4 SubCompact; 
not for .45 ACP. Color: 0099)black. Made in Italy.

FO780020 $78

I. Beretta Leather Shoulder Holster
We’ve got the perfect fit for your Beretta pistol. Our black leather
shoulder holster is thermomolded to match the model you carry and
ensure an easy draw. Comfortable, secure shoulder harness adusts easily at multi-
points to put the pistol just where you want it. Slim profile conceals under your coat 
or jacket.  Leather tie-down strap snaps around your belt. Leather thumb break. Color:
0099)black. Made in Italy.

FO360020 92 Series             $78

FO260020 80 Cheetah Series $78

FO060020 8000 Cougar Series $78

J.

G.

I.

See all our holsters at:

berettausa.com/holsters

J.

J.  Tomcat Ankle-Band Leather Holster
If you prefer an ankle holster for concealment, this fully adjustable
model offers both comfort and Beretta quality. The holster and ad-
justable, wide wraparound ankle strap are made of premium black
leather backed with soft neoprene. Leather safety strap with Velcro®
close. Removable adjustable calf strap. Color: 
0099)black. Made in Italy.

FO170020 $75
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K. Tomcat 7-Round Magazine
This 7-round blued magazine is manufactured specifi-
cally for the Tomcat .32 caliber Model 3032. (Will not
fit Model 3032 Tomcat Titanium.) Factory replacement
Beretta magazines are guaranteed for reliable fit and
function. Steel construction and adherence to strict 
tolerances ensure years of service from these magazines
with proper care. Made in Italy.

JM32 $29

H.

I.

G.

black loden

K.



UQAN  2323

Bisley Waterproof Shooting Jacket
Thirty miles from London you will find Europe’s largest
sporting clay venue—the 3,000-acre Bisley Shooting
Ground. On a wet day, this lightweight cotton-blend jacket
with taped seams and waterproof zipper is perfectly designed
to keep you dry whether your target is clay pigeons or
driven grouse. The mesh lining helps the fabric breathe,
while the bi-swing back allows a full range of motion.
Removable hood. Washable. Colors: 504)navy,
706)green, 999)black. International origin.

GT363291          Sizes M-XXL          $150

navy

black

green
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UQAN  2324

75- green

B. P.B. Sweatshirt—
Catalog and Internet Only!

This nostalgic sweatshirt takes you all the way back to the twenties (the 1920s, not the
1520s!) and the days when Olympians dressed in style. You can almost see Eric Liddell
and Harold Abrahams warming up for the 1924 games in one of these classic jackets.
Theirs might well have been wool, ours is the world’s most comfortable cotton: long-

staple Peruvian pima in a French terry weave. A
full zippered front with ribbed-knit collars,

cuffs, and hem make this one of 
the most dashing sweatshirts

you’ll ever own. Washable.
Colors: 75)green, 58)navy. 

International origin.

TS367292   

Sizes M-XXL

$70

58-navy

A. Pistol  Vault
Our heavy-gauge steel vault will keep
one or two of your pistols safe and 
secure from everyone but you. Deep
foam padding fully protects your
firearms. Five-button Simplex lock
opens in seconds for fast access when
you need it.  Change the combination
as often as you want. 12.5" X 8.25" X
3". Made in USA. 

LB1000      $200

A. 

B.
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